Joint St Helen Without and Wootton Neighbourhood Plan
Minutes of the Steering Group (SG) Meeting
Held on Wednesday 6 June 2018 at 7.00pm
WADS Community Centre
Present: Carole Page (CP) Chair, Mike Ricketts (MR), Andrew Lane (AL), Cllr Phil Painting
(PP), Jan Banfield (JB), John Ashton (JA), Cllr Laurence Brockliss (LB),Cllr Richard Bahu (RB)
G Clarke – Minutes
Members of Public in Attendance: None
1. Apologies for Absence:
Apologies were accepted from Kate Zarnecki, Denis Walton, Rose Osborne.
2. Declaration of Personal or Personal and Prejudicial Interests (PorPI):
No declarations were made other than those previously declared.
3. Minutes of the Last Meeting:
The minutes were approved and signed by CP.
4. Matters Arising from Previous Minutes:
P2, item 7 – all documents had now been uploaded to the website.
It was noted that the condensed version had been submitted to WADS newsletter
however there had been a delay in the newsletter being delivered to members of the
community in Wootton.
P3, item 6 – carry forward action for MR to circulate examination timetable and
associated documents to SG members and all councillors.
5. Matters Raised by Members of the Public:
There were none.
6. Debrief with VOWHDC Workshop/Parish Council Chair/Vice Chair meeting 17 May
2018
A meeting took place at VOWHDC on 17 May – those attending included representatives
from SG and Andrew Maxtead. The overall feeling was that the meeting was positive.
There followed a VOWHDC meeting with the 2 PC Chairs and Vice Chairs, during which
the Vale had suggested a lack of cooperation by members of the SG and a request that
the pre- submission document be delayed.
Following urgent discussions with some members of the SG, an e mail was sent to A
Maxtead, by Ian Bristow, to confirm that the pre -submission document would stand and
will not be delayed.
SG representatives outlined the actions that the VOWHDC had indicated they would
complete during the 17 May meeting – it was noted that to date none of those actions
had been progressed.
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From a follow up e mail received by CP the Vale has now temporarily withdrawn the
offers of a follow up workshop and indicated that their comments would be
incorporated in the formal feedback.
The e mail referred to the PC decision to not delay the pre -submission document and
the difficulties that has caused the VOWHDC.
CP indicated that if nothing has been heard by her by 11 June, she will write a follow
up e mail to Andrew Maxtead regarding the actions and assistance.
It was confirmed that the SG had sent all of the documents to the VOWHDC as
requested.
7. Pre- Submission Neighbourhood Plan (NP) Update and Next Steps
The consultation is currently live. As yet no feedback had been received from the
community either via the website or boxes.
It was confirmed that Ian Bristow is the conduit for the feedback received via the
website.
Four members of the community came to the drop in session before this SG meeting
tonight. Five members of the community attended the drop in session held before the
SG in May at Shippon Church Hall.
A small number of the community had indicated that accessing the documents was
difficult via the website and asked if there was any other way to publicise the documents
to the community.
Some also said that they had found it difficult to understand the contents of the
documents. The drop-in events have been widely publicised and there are copies of the
plan in key locations across the two parishes and in Abingdon Library.
It was noted that publication of the consultation had been raised by members of the SG
across the whole of the community – both via newsletters, communication both verbally
and written. The SG was not sure what else could be done to raise the awareness of the
NP and the consultation. A discussion took place as to what other avenues of
communication avenues could be considered/used and who from the SG would be
tasked with this.
It was noted that it is a challenge to separate the LPP2 and NP more broadly particularly
with regard to Dalton Barracks/ Abingdon airfield development.
A lot of communication has taken place over the last few months – both formally, and
informally.
It has to be remembered it is not to the detriment of the SG that the number of people
attending the drop -in sessions is minimal, maybe it is because people are just not that
interested in the NP. It is also to be remembered that the response to the questionnaire
was very good.
If challenged the SG felt that it can show that adequate publicity has taken place using
various communication channels.
It was suggested that a paragraph regarding the consultation is placed in the June
WADS newsletter – as a reminder to the community that the period does not finish
until 2 July.
In case circulation of the newsletter is delayed, an advert will also be placed on the
website regarding the consultation period.
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Discussion took place regarding the collation of feedback received that will need to take
place within a tight timeline – to date 3 e mails had been received from the statutory
consultees, as yet no other feedback had been received from the community.
It may be that the VOWHDC will also respond with feedback at the end of the
consultation period.
It was confirmed that KZ would be asked to assist in the collation of feedback at
the end of the consultation.
JB spoke of the need to have a small Working Group to consider the feedback and agree
on edits to the NP will then need to take place. It is planned that this work needs to take
place take place from 9 July. Working Group members are JB, JA, RB, and PP.
The VOWHDC comments will be looked at so that the basic conditions statement can be
drafted by Nigel McGurk. This statement will be included in the final NP.
Depending upon the volume of feedback received, it may be that the Working Group will
need to meet earlier than 9 July. This will be monitored and the SG members alerted as
necessary.
RB reported that Gwen Morgan has offered to help with the NP with regard to
typesetting etc before final publication.
SG agreed they were happy with the draft presented by JB – pending receipt of formal
submission from VOWHDC.
It was confirmed that N McGurk needs the final plan – it is thought it will take him
approximately 2 weeks to produce the basic conditions statement. It is hoped that
NMcG can start week commencing 9 July.
The SG agreed that they would be happy to sign off the final version of the NP by e mail
due to time constraints. The document will also be sent to the PCs at the same time.
Time is limited and all will be required to respond to JB as a matter of urgency.
Councillors at the SG were asked to speak with their PC Chairs regarding the request to
peruse and agree by e mail.
It was confirmed that there are community projects detailed in the NP as detailed in the
table.
JA will check with NMcG with regard to diary commitments, forthcoming holidays
which may affect the time line as proposed.
If comments received via the consultation are minimal, it is expected that the plan
should be finalised by the end of the week commencing 9 July.
The following was agreed with regard to the next stage of NP development following receipt
of feedback/comments:
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•
•
•
•
•

Gwen to help with typesetting
JB to edit text etc
RB to liaise with Gwen re maps, photos etc. photos can be used from the existing
character assessment document.
LB would be available to proof read the NP if necessary.
JA will liaise with Louise Thomas re additional maps as per Character Assessment

Printing of the plan was discussed and the importance of ensuring the cost of printing
does not exceed the budget limit to minimise any potential time delays.
The SG and PCs are to give their official agreement before the document is printed.
Time needed to print – 2 days.
Number of copies needed – 5 or 6.
Costs should not be more than £150 which is within the agreed budget limit, set by the
two parish councils.
It was confirmed that REG 15 plan is just for VOWHDC.
The SG acknowledged and agreed the tight timescales required to complete the NP at
the end of the consultation period.
The SG agreed that the NP will not have a detailed list of acknowledgements – there will
be a generic paragraph included acknowledging all those who have been involved –
including community groups and statutory bodies.
RB confirmed that contributions to the NP are also acknowledged within the
Consultation Statement.
All SG members were thanked for their hard work in driving forward the NP.
8. LPP2 Representations
JB and JA gave an update and the draft document was discussed:
The document is to be submitted by 5pm on 12 June to Ian Kemp for the Examiner.
Promoters for development on Dalton Barracks/ Airfield are DIO and Carter Jonas.
All documents sent to the Examiner are public and can be seen by NSPG members.
Infrastructure concerns – it would appear this is not a question that is being addressed
by the Examiner from what has been seen to date.
Examiner will consider 5.4 re Dalton Barracks for Shippon. It does not specify any
infrastructure issues re Wootton.
Could be open for both PCs to make representations in this regard.
5.6.3 – proposed bus route. LPP2/consultation feedback and planning detail is included.
No wildlife is specifically commented upon in the NP. It is open for PC to make
representations.
Creating a turning route – that would be a route around the settlement – but nothing in
detail has been agreed as yet. There is no master plan for the site as yet.
5.6.4 – could ask for it to be deleted. All agreed to add into document.
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It was confirmed that JA and JB will be attending the meeting on 26 July where LPP2
representations will be made. Other SG members can attend as observers as the
meeting is open to the public.
Wootton PC and SHW PC will be represented at the meeting. A statement will need to
be submitted to the Examiner or the PC can rely upon a submission already made.
9. Any Other Business
DIO meeting is taking place on 21 June at 10am to discuss their emerging Master Plan.
PCs and members of the NPSG will be attending the meeting, including PP, JB, JA, CP and
RB.
10. Next Meeting – 27 June 2018, WADS Community Centre – 7pm
Dates for 2018:

18 July (Dry Sandford Primary School), 8 August (WADS), 29 August (WADS), 19 September (Shippon
Church Hall), 10 October (WADS), 31 October, 21 November, 12 December.

There being no further business the meeting was closed at 8.15 pm
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